Come hear the senior Computer Science majors present their capstone project from this semester. The group wrote two programs for SMART Technology's SMART Table. This unique product allows for multi-user, interactive applications unlike any other.

Hungry 4 Math - This program includes two educational games designed to promote a collaborative learning experience for elementary school students. "Pizza Party" encourages students to work together to learn fractions by relating the concept to food. "Shape Fit" aids students in developing spacial reasoning skills in a cooperative environment, promoting discussion and teamwork in order for students to complete the game.

GVirtual - This program provides a new way for visitors to Gettysburg College to get to know their way around campus. This application allows multiple users to simultaneously view a campus map, selecting various locations around the college. Upon selecting a point of interest, the users are able to discover important information for campus visitors, such as hours and services provided.
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